
Get into Gaming



What is
In-Game Advertising

The Spectrum



Gaming was suddenly SO FUN….

Video gaming reached 
mainstream popularity in the 
1970s and 1980s, when 
arcade video games, gaming
consoles and home computer 
games were introduced to the 
general public.

Since then, video gaming has 
become a popular form of 
entertainment and a part of 
modern culture in most parts 
of the world.



of gamers play 
games on game 
consoles

38% 

of gamers play 
games on their 
PC

29% 
of gamers play 
games on their 
phone

50% 

Consoles and devices 
powered the gaming  
experience



...and technology made it more sophisticated



Gaming is the largest entertainment category

3.2B
gamers worldwide

2X
that of the VOD market1

10%
expected annual growth by 
2025

Source: 1.Statista Jan 2021 Europe 

$14B
expected in-game revenue in 
2028



Want to get In-Game?
One of the largest entertainment channels, 
rivalled only by social media

Massive opportunity for early adopters

Contextually Brand Safe environments

1

2

3

Place your brand seamlessly into the 
gameplay experience - via messaging, 
creative or content for gamers to 
enjoy



Who are the gaming audience?

‘Appy as they are Pad in hand

Casual Gamer
Mobile and social

Console Gamer
Dedicated hardware

Hardcore / PC gamer
Online and passionate

Streamer / Influencer
Dedicated and ambitious

Plays as intended “Like & Subscribe”



Types of gaming inventory

Reach a casual gaming audience
Maximise the reach of your media 
campaign with IAB display and VAST 
video  inventory  in mobile and VR 
games.
Reach casual audiences on mobile.

Mobile advertising Premium advertising Branded events 

Appear in console and PC games
Integrate your brand directly into 
game worlds with IAB  banners and 
bespoke display placements within 
AAA titles.
Available on-demand by game title.

Fresh content in-game
Go one huge step forward with 
branded in-game content and events. 
Reward players with free custom 
avatar items, skins or run a custom 
event in selected titles.



Why In-Game?



Why you should 
be thinking about 
Gaming



It’s more fun to be in-game instead of “around 
the game”

In-Game
Ad content that seamlessly blends into 
the gaming environment whilst in play.

In-App
Ad content that appears outside of gameplay 
but still within the app experience.

Ideal for direct response

Includes a call to action and engagement

Available on Mobile

VSIdeal for brand 
awareness

No user engagement

Available on Mobile, PC and Console



Games are more 
than just a 
booming 
entertainment 
business —
they're reshaping
the way we 
interact with the 
world.



Gaming serves a niche audience… #MYTH

Source: https://techjury.net/blog/video-game-demographics/#gref

Gamers are not only teenagers 
anymore, the average gamer is 34 
y.o.

Gaming audiences are extremely 
diverse, and depend on the type of 
game that’s being played.

As such, advertisers must research 
the wider gaming ecosystem and 
select the games that attract their 
target audiences.



Reach an elusive gaming audience at scale

Key features and benefits:
● Ideal for brand awareness campaigns
● Likened to a ‘virtual out-of-home’1
● Create a non intrusive brand experience 
● Available across Mobile, Console and PC
● No Ad blocking

Source: 1. IAB Guide to Gaming.

12X
more attention 
vs. regular digital 
advertisement

100%
viewability rate



How In-Game?



How to buy
In-Game Inventory?

Programmatic Deals
Programmatic campaigns can be 
delivered in standard display formats 
while following OpenRTB 2.5 protocols.

Direct Premium 
Buying

Order directly a campaign for more 
bespoke and customised deliveries that 
are unique to certain in-game 
environments 



How to target In-Game inventory?

Geo Location User Demographic

Age /Gender

Game Genres/Categories



Vendor Specific Measurement

No of Gazes
Average gaze time
Time-in-view
etc

It’s impossible to measure success… #MYTH

Standard Measurement

Impressions
Unique reach
Frequency
Viewability



Standard Measurement

Impressions
Unique reach
Frequency
Viewability

One 
Stop 
Shop 
Solution



Thank you!


